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NEW BLOG ARTICLE 

What are the skills that employers want? Using big data technology to open 
the black box 

Improving individual’s employability by investing in the right skills is considered as one of the key policy 

responses to highly dynamic and competitive labour markets of today. However, answering the question 

‘What are the right skills to invest in?’ is difficult. Robust data on skills demand by employers is scarce; and 

across the EU, it simply does not exist. Methodological complexity and high costs are obstacles to regular 

surveys of employer on skill needs. In addition, given the increasing dynamic of labour market changes 

obtaining more immediate information is critical.  

Over the last decade, online job portals became important cornerstones of the job market. The Internet has 

become a rich source of live and real-time labour market information for a wide variety of occupations, from 

the low to the high end of the spectrum. It can provide data on job-specific skills required in particular 

occupations in different regions, combined with information on the characteristics of the job offered – i.e. 

much more than is available from conventional sources. This information is now accessible thanks to 

technological development s and big data analysis. Read more here. 
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Save the date: European Vocational Skills Week on 20-24 November 2017 

This year's European Vocational 

Skills Week will be held on 20-

24 November. Marianne 

Thyssen the EU Commissioner 

for Employment, Social Affairs, 

Skills and Labour Mobility 

argued: “The first European 
Vocational Skills Week in 2016 

showed us just how much so 

many people care about making sure vocational education and training (VET) is 

seen as an equal first choice to other routes in preparing for great careers. To 

capitalise on this energy and enthusiasm a Second European Vocational Skills 

Week will be organised on 20-24 November 2017.” Watch Commissioner 
Thyssen's invitation. Read more here. 

Skills Panorama: Skill developments and challenges in 30 occupational 
groups 

Skills Panorama has published a collection of 30 new occupational Analytical 

Highlights which include a variety of information on the skill developments and 

challenges in 30 occupational groups. New set of skills that more or less swipe 

through all occupations signal a change in the way work is organised and 

working with others is perceived. Therefore, collaboration and team work, 

critical thinking to support problem solving, learning new skills and adapting to 

fast changing environments should be part of one’s overall approach to life 

rather than only of one’s skills. Find more in the Skills Panorama here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
OECD: Portugal should build on reforms to boost job creation 

Belgium: Company tutor skills are valuable in Belgium 

Skills credentials have existed in Belgium since 2005; any person over the age of 

18 who has experience, but no corresponding diploma, can have it officially 

recognised free of charge. Over 28 000 credentials have already been issued in 

47 approved centres in Wallonia and Brussels, in 39 occupations. In October 

2015, numerous social partners in Mons (Walloon Region) met, in the presence 

of the employment minister, and set up skills validation standards for a company 

tutor, a worker who is allocated to training, support and integration of new 

employees into professional settings. Read more here. 

Cyprus: Vocational skills week events in Cyprus 

Events including round table discussions and an open day were organised in 

Cyprus, during the European vocational skills week of 5 to 9 December 2016. A 

round table discussion took place on 6 December at the premises of the Human 

Resource Development Authority of Cyprus (HRDA). Entitled Vocational skills in 

the new era the discussion featured opening speeches from the labour minister, 

the head of representation of the European Commission in Cyprus and the 

chairman of the HRDA board of directors. Read more here. 

Finland: Team Finland head the gold medal winners at Euroskills 2016 

Skills Finland and its partners train the Finnish national team for the international 

WorldSkills, EuroSkills and Abilympics competitions. Team Finland participated 

in Euroskills 2016 which took place in Gothenburg. The team won a total of 12 

medals, six of them gold, which gave them first place in the number of gold 

medals won. Skills Finland has developed a training system for people with 

excellence in skills. They educate skills trainers and carry out research, 

communications and publishing activities related to skills competitions. Skills 

Finland is supported by the education ministry, the Finnish National Board of 

Education, vocational institutions and the most important labour market and 

education organisations. Find more here. 
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New Skills Agenda for Europe: Blueprint for sectoral cooperation on skills 

The Blueprint for Sectoral Cooperation on Skills is 

a new framework for strategic cooperation to 

address short and medium-term skills needs in a 

given economic sector. This publication focuses 

specifically on the automotive sector and shows 

how stakeholders (businesses, trade unions, 

public authorities, research, education and training 

institutions etc.) can apply the framework to 

address challenges, illustrating the steps towards 

delivering sector-specific skills solutions through 

sectoral partnerships. All relevant EU and national qualitative evidence and 

quantitative data produced under the Blueprint will contribute to the Skills 
Panorama and the new Europass Framework. In this publication the steps 

towards cooperation on skills across the six pilot sectors of this initiative are 

outlined. Then, a review of the specific needs and benefits of the Blueprint in 

the context of the maritime technology sector takes place. Find more 

information about the overall initiative here. 

Germany: Skilled worker shortage in Germany 

German companies have an urgent need not only for well-qualified graduates, 

but also for graduates from vocational schools with the confidence to take on 

management positions. The German Association of State Certified Engineers is 

planning measures to encourage VET students to take up responsible positions 

in their professional lives by providing better targeted information to VET 

learners; improving networking between vocational schools, higher education 

and business; setting up information centres; offer practical help. This initiative 

has the clear aim to improve the attractiveness of vocational training by creating 

interconnections between vocational and higher education, demonstrating that it 

is not always necessary to have an academic degree to enter management in 

industry or trade. Certain innovations in higher education have also been 

introduced in technical colleges. Read more here. 

  Skills related events 
  

Forthcoming events 

  

ITC / ILO Academy on Skills Development 2017 

Date: 8 – 19 May 2017, Place: Turin Centre, Italy 

This Academy is a unique learning, knowledge-exchange and networking 

opportunity for everyone who wants to make a difference in the area of skills 

development and TVET in developing and emerging economies. It is directed at 

policy makers, government officials, social partner representatives and other 

experts and practitioners working in national institutions and NGOs, but also at 

experts working at the regional and international level. The Academy aims at 

stimulating learning and knowledge exchange on policies, challenges and options 

for building effective, responsive and inclusive skills development and TVET 

systems. Read more here. 

ILO: International conference on jobs and skills mismatch 

Date: 11 – 12 May 2017, Place: Geneva, Switzerland 

This conference will consider both new research on the different forms of 

mismatch and the measurement challenges that impact our understanding of this 

issue. Aims to deepen understanding of the labour market effects of various types 

of skill mismatch and how they can be best measured in different country contexts. 

The conference will also provide a global perspective on the topic by presenting 

insights from the Asia Pacific, Europe, Latin America and Africa regions. Find 

more here. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Cedefop Policy learning forum: Vocational training for the long-term 
unemployed. Learning from inspiring practices 

Date: 15 – 16 June 2017, Place: Thessaloniki, Greece 

Call for the expression of interest 

The aim of this Policy Learning Forum is to focus on the ‘practical’ elements of a 

successful skills matching policy for activation that relies on better integration of the 

long-term unemployed into sustainable jobs. The Policy Learning Forum will seek to 

‘put policy into practice’, by promoting a deeper understanding of the underlying 

mechanisms and triggers that can underpin effectiveness. It will serve as a platform 

for collecting innovative EU examples of skills matching policies and practices (both 

public and private) that can tackle long-term unemployment. It will facilitate mutual 

learning between key stakeholders who are engaged in the design and delivery of 

VET and skills matching programs as part of activation policies. Read more here. 

WCCE 2017 - IFIP TC3 World Conference on Computers in Education: 
Tomorrow’s learning: Involving everyone 

Date: 3 - 6 July 2017, (2 July 2017 Doctoral consortium) Place: Dublin, Ireland    

The World Conference on Computers in Education (WCCE) is coming to Ireland this 

July, 2017. This conference occurs every four years, most recently in Poland and 

Brazil in 2013 and 2009. The 2017 conference will be held in Ireland, hosted by the 

Irish Computer Society who celebrates their 50th anniversary this year. The 

conference will focus on latest uses of technologies, on computing and technology 

learning resources, highlighting educational practice, thought-leadership for the 

future and cutting-edge educational research. WCCE 2017 will draw delegates from 

all over the world from a variety of fields such as policy makers, curriculum 

designers, educational resource developers, researchers, teachers, and teacher 

educators. Find more information on the WCCE 2017 website here: 

http://wcce2017.com/. 
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Skillsnet members have the opportunity to 
inform other members of our network about new 
projects, events, activities or publications related 
to early identification of skill needs throughout 
the year. If you are interested to inform other 
members, please submit your short article / 
information (max of 100 words) to Ioannis 
Katsikis whenever you have any news to 
disseminate. 
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